
CHILDREN 
Fun sheets for 



ARCHITECTURE
How would you best describe the building?
What do you see around it? (different trees, animals, humans) 
Are you inside the building now?
What are the THREE elements that you notice?
What is the building used for now?
Do you think the building was always used for this? 
Who Who inhabits* here now?
What is a peculiar* function that you see in the building 
How does the function take place?
What do you think it is MADE of?
Is here something interesting about the building technique?
Do you know WHEN it was built? By WHO? 
Do you know WHY it was built?

Fun sheet for 

Inhabits* - live in or occupy (a place or environment).
Peculiar* - different to what is normal or  strange.



Fun sheet for Fun sheet for 
a day at the Promenade 

How did you get here?
Why did you come here? 
How would you best describe the place?
Did you notice the entry?
What are people doing around you?
Who are the different people around you? 
Can you see places where we run? Can you see places where we run? 
WALK? TALK? SING?THINK?

How did you get here?
Why did you come here? 
How would you best describe the place?
Did you notice the entry?
What are people doing around you?
Who are the different people around you? 
Can you see places where we run? Can you see places where we run? 
WALK? TALK? SING?THINK?

Would you like to make friends here? 
We will help you…Start by saying HELLO
Ask them:
How they are today? 
Where do they stay? 
What do they like to play? 
Pick a game to play and enjoy your Pick a game to play and enjoy your 
evening with your new friend 

Would you like to make friends here? 
We will help you…Start by saying HELLO
Ask them:
How they are today? 
Where do they stay? 
What do they like to play? 
Pick a game to play and enjoy your Pick a game to play and enjoy your 
evening with your new friend 

It is perhaps time to go home,
Is the sun setting? Is it dark 
already? Can you see the starts 
and the moon in the sky 
Did you say GOODBYE



Fun sheet for 

Today you are visiting a neighbourhood with your friends 
or your mum and dad.
When you reach here you will need a friend...
 Now that you’ve reached here its best you find an   
 uncle aunty or an older didi or bhaiya 

Today, you found didi to help you,
Ask didi to take you to her house or her Ask didi to take you to her house or her friend’s house 
where you can meet the entire family 
What will you do when you meet the family? 
 Maybe these few points will help you have a 
 conversation with them: 

 What is your favourite food?
 How do they cook it?
 What are their favourite festivals? What are their favourite festivals?
 And what do they wear on these occasions?
 Do they like to pray and whom do they pray to? 
 What do the uncles and the aunties in the house do? 
 Where do they get together to celebrate? 
 Do they play here?
 What are the favourite games?

Did you notice what are the most Did you notice what are the most peculiar* features 
different from your home?
Were all the homes next to each other?
How would you best describe the street or cluster 
where didi’s house was located ?

There is a small card below on which you can draw and 
colour at home and as a goodbye gift give to didi...
 Did you give you gift? Did you give you gift?

Would you like to write about your experience today? We can put it up on our website 
Send your stories to pppstories@gmail.com



Fun sheet for stations
Are you at a bus/train or aeroplane station 
(Stations are also called bus stop, railway terminal and airports) 
Where are you headed to ? And whom are you going with? 
What is the rst thing you did at the station? 
Did you buy a ticket or show a ticket? 

NOW THAT WE ARE WAITING FOR OUR TRANSPORT TO ARRIVE LETS NOW THAT WE ARE WAITING FOR OUR TRANSPORT TO ARRIVE LETS 
LOOK AROUND... 
 Can you see the roof giving you shade and sheltering us from rain? 
 What can you see? 
 What does it look like it's made of? 
 What is the roof standing on? 
 Coloums of STEEL or METAL or STONE or CONCRETE? 
 Does it have a shape?  Does it have a shape? 

There are many people you SEE  around, however only a few WORK HERE. 
Who can you spot? 
What shopkeepers do you see?
Do you see ticket collectors? 
Do you see any security? 
What peculiar street vendors do you see?
    
ITS TIME TO BOARD...
How do you board?
As we stand in the queue notice how differently you board a train a bus 
or a plane. 

There is a journey ahead of you where you can meet some exciting people 
make sure you are ready for some conversation


